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More studen t s
BY E.M. DUGGAN

mer, said Kassman.
Upon receiving the incoming
class statistics, Kassman teamed up
Admission for the Class of 1999 with Associate Dean of Housing
was the most competitive the Ad- Paul Johnston to find rooms for all
missions Office has seen, according members of the incoming class. Reto Ali Meyer, assistant dean of ad- leasing the students on the of f-cammissions.
pushousinglistopened upapproxi"Our acceptance rate was only mately 16 rooms, according to
38 percent," said Meyer. "That's Johnston. Some lounges were turned
probably the lowest we've ever into rooms for sophomores on the
had."
temporary housing list. Kassman
Colby usually accepts between said that most of the lounges were
40 and 50 percent of its applicants, designed as regular dorm rooms,
Meyer said. She exbut have been used
plained that even with "W e didn 't accept as lounges when not
the low acceptance
occupied.
more
freshmen;
rate, more students
"We knew back in
than expected chose mor e f r eshman
May we were going
Colby as their school,
to
have a large freshaccepted us."
and new students this
man class," said
- Dean of Students Johnston.
fall number 547.
"We
Janice
Kassman
worked down the
The increase in
freshmen did not
sophomore waiting
come about tnrougrtany faultof tne list.
Currently, 39 sophomores are
College, according to Dean of Stuliving in temporary housing, said
dents Janice Kassman.
"We didn't accept more fresh- Johnston. He also said that while
men," said Kassman. "More fresh- this number is significantly greater
than average, it is not the largest the
men accepted us."
The Admissions Department College has seen, which was 55 in
was aiming for a class of approxi- 1991. That was due to a similar adma tely 500 students, according to missions situation and less students
Meyer. 213 students were accepted wanting to live off campus. In the
early decision, and they make up 40 hopes that more regular dorm rooms
percent of the Class of '99. This was will open up in the first few weeks
Colby 's highest early decision en- of school, Kassman said that anyrollment ever. Out of the 4,343 total one still living in temporary housapplications, 1,391 students were ing after October 15 will receive a
accepted regular decision, Meyer $200 rebate,
The administration also had to
said.
This unprecedented surge left contend with over-enrollment in
many housing and academic prob- popular first-year courses such as
lems to be worked out over the sum- see OVERENROLLMENTon vage-4
Managing Editor
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Echo ph oto by Merrill Duff
_ _ is un.tlerwa.v' f n r the new Olin Science Center, located next to Arev.
C.nnstmntinn

Spirit of growth at Colby
embodied in construction
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BY ALYSSA GIACOBBE
Asst. News Editor

Students returning to Colby this
fall have found campus marked by
several major construction projects
currently underway.
Construction is widespread
throughout the College as work
has begun on the F.W. Olin Science
Center, the Paul Schupf wing of
the art museum and the Pugh Center addition to the Student Union.
Most noticeable is the construc-
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tion of the new science center, located on the site of the former Arey
parking lot.
The Olin building, begun in February and scheduled for completion by the end of next summer,will
include an expanded science library,
modern classrooms, computer stations, biology and environmental
science labs, a research greenhouse
and labs for joint student/faculty
research. The center was made possibleby a $6.4 million grant from the
F.W. Olin Foundation.
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"I'm thrilled,"said Oak Professor of Biological Sciences Russell
Cole. "There will be lots more opportunity to involve students in
scientific research, in hands-on
work."
In addition to benefits the Olin
Center will provide science majors
and the "record number of new
biology majors," Cole said that it
will also benefit non-science majors.
"Many non-science major
see CONSTRUCTION on pag e 4

Congressman probes Colby fraternity policy
BY DAVID MACLEAY
Editor-in-Chief

The chairman of the U.S. House Appropriations Committeehas requested thatColby
and three other small New England colleges
end their bans on fra ternities.
In a letter to President William Cotter,
Representative Robert Livingston, R-LA
asked for "assurance that Colby does not and
will not directl y or indirectly engage in the
practice of prohibiting and punishing membership in [fraternities] on or off your campus."
In his response,Cotter assured Livingston
that "Colby College is in full compliance with
the laws oif the United States and Maine. "
The presidents of Middlebury, Bowdoin
and Hamilton Colleges also received letters
from Livingston. The schools were chosen
because their positions on fraternities had
drawn the attention of Delta Kappa Epsilon
(DKE), of which Livingston is a member,

according to spokesman Quinn Hillyer.
According to the Colby Student Handbook,
any student found to be involved in pledging,
initiation, or fraternity-perpetuating activities "will be suspended for a minimum of one
year" and may face expulsion. Similar penalties are in place at Bowdoin and Middlebury.
The College cannot punish a student for
simply being affiliated with a fraternity, according to Cotter. "Theoretically we could
get a transfer student who had been
initiated...at another college," said Cotter. As
long as that student "does not try to perpetuate [the fraternity] through any actions here,
it would be totall y innocuous."
"No one can interfere with what 's in your
mind and your heart, but we can take action
against students, on-campus or off-campus,
for activities that violate the College's rules,"
said Cotter. "It is the activities that are prohibited. "
David Easlick, national executiv e director
of DKE , said that such anti-fraternity rules
violate students' First Amendment rights of

association.
"It bothers me that the school can exclude
beliefs," said Easlick. "Once you start down
the path,it has a chilling effect on education."
According to Hillyer, the letter was written in cooperation with representatives of
DKE.
"This letter is not a threat," said Hillyer.
"It is a request for information and a statement of concern:"'
"It wasn't clear that he wanted any more
than to let us know that he favored a different
policy," said Cotter
Middlebury President J ohn M. McCardell
responded with a challenge to Livingston.
"If...you choose toinvolve the Congressof the
United States in theaffairsof a private institution that has existed longer than the sta te you
represent, I for one am prepared to let the
public decide," wrote McCardell.
"As the beneficiary of significant federal
funding, one would think you would be sensitive to the bedrock princip les of freedom of
association and the liberal arts tradition ,"

said Livingston in the letter.
"I am concerned in general about the Congress, or even a single Congressman, thinking that it is a good idea to dictate to the
colleges the kinds of organizations that ought
to be acceptable on campus," said Cotter.
In three separate lawsuits brought against
Colby, the Maine Supreme Court has upheld
the right of the College to withdraw recognition of fraternities.
The most recent suit, brought in 1990, was
based on students'rightof association. Cotter
said that the College also has a ri ght of association that allows it to mandate which organi2ations can and cannot be active on the
campus.
"The fundamental argument abou t rights
of association is that the College has rights,
too ," said Cotter.
Easlick believes that Colby and other colleges are "using a quirk in the law to limit
[students'] association." "We are just asking
for the right of a kid to be a DKE off-campus,"
said Easlick.Q

Tenure lawsuit settled

The lawsuit brought against Colby College by former music professor Rebecca Gerber has been settled out of court, according to President
William Cotter. Gerber was suing on the grounds that she did not
receive tenure due to her gender. Cotter,on behalf of the College,denied
these allegations and focused on Colby 's historic support of women and
equal opportunity in a letter to the Colby community.
"The College remains very proud of its own commitment to equal
opportunity and its special support of women,"Cotter said in the letter.
He noted that Colby began admitting women in 1871, the first all-male
college in New England to do so.
Gerber will receive $200,000, approximately two-thirds of which
Cotter said will go toward legal expenses. With the settlement, Gerber
has dropped all claims against Colby, which denies any liability on its
part, said Cotter. (EMD)

Students on-line, in room

Students living in Averill, Johnson and all halls in Mary Low
Commons now have the ability to access the campus computer network
and Internet from their rooms. Over the summer all six halls were wired
into the campus ethernet network,bringing more than half of all student
rooms on-line. By late fall most of Roberts Row will be connected , and
Inform ation Technology Services plans to have all student rooms wired
by next fall. (DM)

Colby makes the grade

Colby has once again earned praise from the Princeton Review in the
1996 edition of The Best 309 Colleges. While slipping from first to seventh
in student happiness, Colby's rating for overall quality of life rose from
15th to tenth. Among NESCAC schools, Colby is tops in accessible
professors and quality of life. For overall academics Colby ranked
fourth in the NESCAC behind Williams, Amherst and Wesleyan.
"I was pleased to see that is what students think," said President
William Cotter. Data for the guide was collected from a survey of
students conducted on campus by the Princeton Review.(DM)

Travel agency closes

Yankee Tour and Travel has closed its Colby office due to lack of
business,according to Ken Gagnon, director of administrative services.
For the past several years, the revenue generated for the agency from
airlines, hotels and car rental services has been in decline. A $50
commission limit imposed by airlines last year made an on-campus
travel agency financially unfeasible. A Yankee Tour and Travel representative will remain on campus to handle the College's corpora te
travel arrangements, but students and faculty will now have to look offcampus to make travel p lans.(DM)

Security director resigns

The Security Department has changed this year with the resignation
of former director John Frechette. Assistant Director of Personnel Richard Nale has been appointed acting director of safety and security in
place of Frechette, who resigned in June, according to the employee
news letter, FYI. Nale will work with Assistant Director of Security Dan
Benner to review departmental procedures, services and job responsibilities while retaining his position within the Personnel Department.
The review will be completed by January 1996, according to FYI.
Other changes in the department include the resignation of sevenyear veteran officer Leon Richard. Richard said he plans to pursue his
education in the physical therapy master's degree program at Husson
College. Richard just completed his final COOT trip as a leader, and says
he hopes to return to Colby for special events. (AG)

Professor s receive tenure

Trustees approved the promotion to full professor for . Michael
Marlais in the Art Department and Len Reich in the Administrative
Science Department and the Science Technology Studies Progra m .
Marlais hasbeen a mernberoftheColby facultysince!983and Riech has
been a, member since 1986. Trustees also approved Professor and Chair
of Sociology and Anthropology Terry Arendell for tenure. Arendell
joined the Colb y faculty in 1994. (AB)

COOT celebra tes 20th year of
bringing students to wilderness
BY CASSIE DONN
Features Editor

What bond holds tighter at the
beginning of freshman year? What
brings students together around
campf ires singing "Hail Colby Hai l,"
telling ghost stories and eating
gorp?
For twenty years the Colby Outdoor Orientation Trip (COOT) has
expanded, skyrocketing from 18
students and one trip in 1975 to 544
students and 52 trips in 1995.
Robert McArthur, dean of faculty, led one of the first COOTbackpacking trips to Baxter State Park.
"The program was brand new and
at the time a very small percentage
of freshman choose to go on COOT
trips," said McArthur.
"The early trips were centered
around biking and backpacking.
They were rigorous outdoor experiences that required high degrees
of fitness.
"The trips now are not all as rugged because we began to put in base
camp trips,"said McArthur. "COOT
started out on a small scale,but it has
now gotten bigger and bigger."
Ben Jorgenseh, director of student activities, said that due to the
large student participation in the
COOT program, trips covered not
only the state of Maine, but also
branched out into New Hampshire.
98 percent of the freshman class
took part in COOT this fall. During
COOT week, Colby is Maine's largest outdoor outfitter.
Leadership for the trips has also
increased significantly. This year
the number rose to 105 leaders, according to Josh Eckel, assistant director of student activities and the
COOT program director. Leadership is also not limited to students.
Mitch Brown '76, the firs t student
COOT coordinator and former security officer Leon Richards both
joined in on COOT this fall. Father
John Marquis, the Catholic chaplain, has participated in the program for nine years.
"COOT introduces students to
people on a personal basis," said
Marquis, who went on a base camp
trip to Gardener Pond. "You get to
know someone closely and it helps
in the transition from home to college. It reduces stress and puts
people at ease."
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Freshmen atop a peak on the Wild River Valley B COOT trip.
, "COOT is about getting people
"Colby students were a part of a
to feel more comfortable, getting rescue mission to find him,"
them to be themselves," said McArthur said, "The students
Brendan Kearney '98, who lead the helped find him and bring him
Mt. Blue "B" base camp trip. "It's a down on a stretcher to safety."
head start to meeting new people."
This year two armed convicts
"It's a great outdoor experience. were lose in the Caratunk, Maine
It's a handshake for entering fresh- area, where three COOT trips were
man year," said 1995 COOT Coor- located,accordingtoJorgensen.The
dinator Brian Golden '97. "It's a Habitatfor Humanity COOT,which
networking experience."
was stay ing in a church in
"I think it's a great way to get Westbrook, Maine, found some of
involved from the start and a great their gear stolen, including their
way to get to know people," said tents.
Katie Lawrence '99. "It was a very
Even with all these adventures
worthwhile experience,"said Jenna and mishaps, COOT continues to
Hannibal '99.
hel p introduce students to each
Since the founding of COOT, other.
there have always been stories to
"[Students] have a shared expetell. According to McArthur, a man rience that pulls them closer toin a party not affiliated with Colby gether,"said Jorgensen. "We're go:
was struck b y lightening and ing to con tinue to improve the trainknocked of the Knife's Edge on Mt. ing, look for new and exciting trips
Katahdin in 1975.
and keep up the good work."Q
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New dean brings international
perspective t o Golby student s

Welcome back! Come down and see
what's changed over the summer.
SPECIALS:
Red Hook wheat beer and porter/Bruin ale:
WERE 22.98 NOW 11.99++ a case
Jack Daniels Limeade Country Cocktails
. 11.89++ a case

BY CASSIE DONN
Features Editor

Martha Denny has taken a break
from her studies and travels and
has settled down in the Dean of
Students Office.
Denny conies to Colby as the
new assistant dean for international
affairs, replacing Jud y CarlHendrick, former assistant dean for
international students and the English as a Second Language (ESL)
program director
According to Denny, the change
in title represents a change in attitude.
The goal is "to develop internationalization and to make a commitment to the international perspective,"said Denny. "It is more a
recognition of the direction we're
going in than assigning new tasks.
We have more international students than ever."
"To have this job is unusual,"
Denny said. "Notmany schoolshave
thisposition to address international
issues at a small school. It shows
Colby 's commitment to the international perspective.
"My first international experience was when I was ten years old
and lived in Whales for six months,"
said Denny. "It was total culture
shock." Denny has also lived in
Paris,London and Switzerland. She
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spent the fall of 1989 studying North
African immigrants living in Paris.
Denny said she has learned a
greatdealfromhertravelsabroad. "I
know what it feels like to not know
what's going on. I've learned how to
communicatewhen 1don't know the
language. I've learned about not
jumping to conclusions, not using
my own assumptions to evaluate a
person. The experience of being
abroad has helped me understand
better."
Denny graduated from Hamilton
College in New York in 1982. In 1988
she received a master's in education
from Harvard University and in 1995
she received a master'sin anthropologyfromBrandeisUniversity.Denny
started teaching and tutoring ESL
students during graduate school in
Boston.
"I have a long list of interests—in
languages, immigration, youth culture,international education and patterns of identity," said Denny. "I
could go on forever."
Dennysaid her goals at Colby are
to make the International Students
Office a place for everyone.
"I want people to participate. I
want everyone to feel that they have
a culture and that they are all part of
a greater world because there is so
much more out there. I want people
to cometo the office to discuss issues
of culture within the United States,

Echo photo by Merrill Duff

Martha Denny, new assistant
dean for international
affairs.

as well as in other countries."
"I understand the little things
people worry about when adjusting
in another country," said Denny. "I
want to increase awareness and to
make things easier for international
students sothat they havelesshurdles
to jump."She said she also feels that
while it is important have special
events for international students as a
group, learning from them as individuals is equally meaningful.
"Coming to Colby was like coming home," said Denny, who grew
up in upstate New York. "This is the
ideal place: a rural atmosphere, a
good school, a size where you can
get to know people."?
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•Events from 2:00-9:00pm on all Roberts Row Dorms
•Two Bands: Jabbering Trout and Strange Folk
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let's begin this new year of anxiety and stress with a bang.
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Student Associ ation prepares for busy year
BY DAVID MACLEAY
Editor-in-Chief

Led by President Tom Ryan '96
and Vice President Tina Goudreau
'98,the Student Association (Stu-A)
already has a busy agenda for the
year.
Major concerns includeincreasing student involvement in Stu-A,
getting more controversial .speakers on campus and working with
other groups to promote a diverse
range of activities.
Building leadership
Recruiting leaders into student
government and keeping them actively involved is one way Ryan
and Goudreau hope to improve StuA from the inside. Ryan said he
hopes a leadership development
program designed by Director of
Student Activities Ben Jorgensen
will bring new talent to Stu-A.
"The idea will be...to create a
core of students who feel that they
canbecomeinvolved and to increase
their security in speaking up on issues," said Ryan. "I think it will do
excellent things for the freshmen
who are asked to be involved."
The leadership drain caused by
the large number of juniors who
spend time abroad and do not become involved again during senior

year is another issue Ryan and
Goudreau intend to address.
"We lose a lot of good people
that way,"Ryan said. "A lot of problems can be solved through a lot of
the abroad programs by keeping
them informed on campus issues
through e-mail."
This year Goudreau has arranged committee assignments so
departing juniors will free up second-semester committee seats for
interested seniors.
Sparking controversy
Campus-wide thought and discussion on a diverse range of topics
willbepromoted by Stu-Aby bringing many well-known .and often
controversial speakers to campus.
"You have to get some controversial speakers and bring up some
controversial topics," said Ryan.
"We don't want to appease the general thought. We want to spark
thought at Colby , and you do that
by gettingsome fringe speakers."
Rubin Navarette, author of "A
Darker Shade of Crimson" will be
speaking in October about his experience as a Latino student at
Harvard, according to Stu-A cultural chairJenRose '98. Stu-A is also
in the process of trying to attract
other big-name speakers to campus, said Ryan.

would maketheCollege seemmore
serious about attracting individual
students.
"Colby would present itself a lot
better if it sent some of the leaders,
whether it is Stu-A or the cultural
groups or clubs,out with the admissions department," said Ryan.

Social

For the first time in recent history,this weekend the Roberts Row
lawn will be the site of the First Day
of Loudness celebration,which will
feature the bands Strangefolk and
Jabbering Trout. There will be parties in Treworgy, GoddardHodgkins, Piper, and Perkins-Wilson starting at 2 p.m. Saturday, according to Stu-A social chair Alex
Chin '96. There will also be chemfree parties in Pierce and
Drummond.
OnSept. 23,NewYorkCityband
God Street Wine will play in the
Fieldhouse, and Chin is currently
looking at other bands to invite to
campus later in the semester.
"Hopefull y we'll get some good
bands in here," he said, although it
will depend on pricing and availability.
Chin also hopes to organizeseveral chem-free dances, but he said
that most chem-free programming
will come from the Commons.Q

OVERENROLLMENT , continued f r ompage 1—

CONSTR UCTION, continued f r ompage 1
courses will be taught in the new
space and a non-science major lab
is scheduled to be built as well,"
said Cole. The center will quadruple the amount of space devoted to scientific work and provide allstudents with "many more
placestostudy/'according toCole.
Parking spaces lost with the
destruction of the Arey lot have
been compensated for by the addition of 85 new spaces in the
Roberts lot.
Change can also be seen
around the Student Union — formerly the Student Center.According to Director of Student Activities Ben Jorgensen, the name
change was designed to avoid confusion between the Student Union
and the new Pugh Center addition to the building.
The Pugh Center isbeing made
possible by a $500,000 grant from
the trustees, led by a gift of
$250,000 from trustee Larry Pugh
'56. The result of last year's
multicultural housing debate, the
Pugh Center will provide office
and gathering space for Colby 's
cultural and religious clubs.
The Pugh Center will serve to
broaden students' cultural horizons<'by making the various cul-

"It'snot an easy jobbecause you and Stu-A leaders instead of only
don't want to hurt people by bring- pursuing their own limited hall
ing these lecturers in," said Ryan. agendas. Goudreau hopes to con"But at the same time you want to tinue a programbegun last year by
former Stu-A cultural chair
Luwaun Curry '97, in which a
' ; thought at Colby, ; group of hall cultural chairs met
with him to plan events and dis'\ and yon do that by -a cuss
programming.
"If
we could do that with every
: getting some fringe
cultural chair and social chair we
' • , •:;* sg*eakei2«v , t _ would have so much help where it
\'^Bt ^Alh ^idBut:ff om.. is needed," said Goudreau.
Rose said she wants to see cultural chairs act as middle-men besparksomecontroversy,spark some tween tiie student body and Stu-A.
thought, spark some discussion."
Promoting Diversity
Working together
In anticipation of the cooperaCreating a morecohesive Stu-A, tion that the new Pugh Center will
from hall social and cultural chairs foster amongstudentorganizations,
through the Stu-A cabinet, is a pri- Ryan and Goudreau areplanning to
ority for the new administration. In meet with various group leaders
the past, according to Goudreau, this fall to begin working together
there have not been clearly defined before ground is even broken for
roles for hall council positions.
the new building.
"If we keepall tihehall presidents
TVe can actually start planning
informed of what each job is, then events, getting people talking and
we can help each other," she said
interacting so that when the build"The idea is to create a position ing does come,people won'tjust go
that actually has a job description to their littlerooms and not commuand things to ' accomplish," said nicate with each other,"said Ryan.
Ryan.
Ryan has also offered to make
They plan on restructuring stu- student leaders available to the
dent governmentso that hall chairs AdmissionsDepartmentforrecruitcan work together with Commons ing purposes. He said he feels this

tural groups within the Colby community more visible .Students will
have to pass through thePugh Center addition in order to enter the
Student Union from the Lovejoy
side. Through this arrangement studentswulbemadeconstantly aware
of the multicultural opportunities
available to all, said President William Cotter.
The area is now fenced off and
although construction is not scheduled to begin until October,groundbreaking should occur sometime
this month, according to Dean of
Students Janice Kassman.
The Colby College Art Museum
is also undergoing construction. A
new wing, donated by Paul Schupf,
will be added onto the art museum
and will house Colby 's Alex Katz
collection. Katz is a 20th century
Maine artist who has donated over
400of his works to Colby. Work has
begun on the wing and, according
to Kassman, it should continue
through Fall, 1996.
Several residence halls also underwent restoration over the summer, including the renovation of
many bathrooms and lounges. The
Foss/Woodman lounge has been
redesigned to include oak doors
separating the lounge from Foss

dining hall.The changes are aimed
at reducing dining hall noise and
creatingmoreprivacyfor hall residents. Dana dining hall has been
repainted and refurnished and
many rooms in Hillside have received new furniture. According
to Kassman, residence hall repair
occurs every summer.
Students will find that as a
result of the construction some
campus streets and pathways are
either blocked by workmen and
machinery or have been designated one-way.
Students can expect loud construction during class time and in
the early morning. Although most
of the major blasting has been
completed, students can expect
"banging all the time,"said Kassman.
"It 'sinconvenient that wecan't
walk through the [area] where
they're building the Pugh Center," said Erika Ayers '98. "It's
great, though, that Colby is making progress, although there
should be pictures of some kind
to show students the end results.
If we knew what everything was
going to look like, then [the construction] would make any inconvenience worth it."Q

intro-level biology and chemistry,
said Dean of Faculty Robert
McArthur. McArthur said the easiest way to alleviate stress on the
courses was to add sections and hire
temporary faculty.
"Anticipating heavy enrollments
in introductoryand sophomore-level
biology and chemistry courses, we
authorized the hiring of a temporary,
full-time laboratory assistant in each
department,"said McArthur.He also
said ten lab sections were added to
both BI161 and CHI41, which are at
capacity with 207 students and 206
students, respectively.
English 115, a course required of

all freshmen, has many additional
sections this year,and four newparttime instructorshave been added to
theEnglish department tohelp cover
the demand for English Composition, EN152 and EN172. McArthur
said that while scheduling is tough,
nofreshmanwillbeturned awayfrom
EN115,althoughsomemaybeplaced
in a January or Spring section.
Other departments which have
had to add sectionsare French,Mathematics and Spanish. While some
classes may fill up quickly,McArthur
said students will be fully accommodated in coursesneeded tofulfill College requirementsO
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Changing campus dynamics
Colb y has always prided itself on keeping ihe campus a place
where students can learn from each other , and where new students
can gain the insi ght of a senior simply by knocking on the next door
down the hall. This is made possible by the class quotas assigned to
each residence hall , the same quotas we all strugg le to figure out
when room draw comes around each spring.
Unfortunatel y, this year 's larger-than-expected incoming class
has meant that all the quotas are out the window. All seniors , and
even some juniors , who requested off-campus housing in the spring
were allowed to move off May flower Hill.
As a result , many dorms seem to be lopsidedl y filled with underclassmen. With 181 juniors and seniors living off-campus and TK
juniors stud ying abroad this semester , nearl y TK of on-campus
residents are in their first year at Colby.
These factors are a huge blow to Colby's campus dynamics. With
181 upperclassmen living off-campus , it is likely that nearl y every
senior , junior and even sophomore knows somebod y who is living in
town. This being the case, off-campus parties will lure many studen ts
away from planned activities on the Hill.
On campus, meanwhile , freshmen will be left to fend for themselves. Without a significant upperclass populati on on campus , many
dorms are likely to become mini-Danas. Freshmen will be left without the guidance of experienced upperclass neighbors , and the bonds
that seem to hold so tightl y between other classes at Colby may not
form at all for the Class of 1999.
While this problem is reall y beyond the control of the administration, it is unfortunate nonetheless. After 10 years of carefull y engineering a friendl y, nurturing community, it may all be lost simply
because we became too popular.

Make most of oppor tunit ies

Freshmen , now that you have unpacked , gone on your COOT tri p,
and figured outhow to use Meridian Mail, we encourage you to take the
next step: get involved.
There is more to life at Colby than the routine stud ying and parry ing.
During the activities fair the Dana Lawn was filled with tables and
booths representing all of the clubs and organizations on campus.
Followyour interests ,whether they be politics,jou rnalism ,social causes,
tiie outdoors , dance , music or something you may have never seen
before , like the woodsman's team. J oin a sports team. Pursue what you
regret not trying in high school. Ask questions. Meet new people.
Take advantage of all that Colby is of feirin g you. The community is
a small one—your presencedoesmake a difference. It is never too early
to begin. For example, for the past two years the position of Student
Association vice president has been filled by a sophomore.
Learning is not a passive activity. Most classes are small and geared
towards discussion. Form your own opinion and express it Professors
have office hours for theirsrudents. Drop in to discuss tile class or simply
to chat It adds a new dimension to the learnin g experience.
In a new environment , safety is found in numbers , but satisfaction is
found in doing what you want to do. You are at Colb y because you are
bright and talented. Share these talents with others. Do not be afraid to
leave the comfort of the herd. Step out and strut your stuff—college is
a once in a lifetime experience.
Almost everyone who enrolls at Colby will receive a diploma at the
endoftheirfouryears ,butonl yyou can determ inewhatthatpiece of paper
will represent—fo ur years of apath y or four years of learning and growth.
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Op inions

Community makes
BY DAVID MACLEAY
Editor-in-Chief

This year s glut of incoming students bodes well for Colby and is a
credit to all of us who are a part of
the College community. We are attracting more high caliber students
than every before, and a greater
number of those who apply are ultimately choosing to attend Colby.
While this may be creating some
hassles for the registrar in the Dean
of Students Office, Colby 's growing
popularity is surely a positive
change. But what is it that is attracting all of these students to this particular small, New England, liberal
arts college?
It could be the* great professors.
Surely we have some of the most
knowledgable faculty in the nation.
Fernando Gouvea was honored this
summer with the Lester R. Ford
Award for his explanation of the
concepts behind Fermat'sLast Theorem. Suisheng Zhao edits The J ournal of Contemporary China, shown in
a recent study to be the second most
powerful influence on Americans'
attitudes about China.
It could be because of our efforts
to encourage diyersity and

multiculturalism. The new Pugh
Center and the groups which will
make it a living,breathing center for
cultural issues are assets that no
other campus can claim.
It could be the beauty of the
Colby campus. Even in a summer
marked by drought and the death of
many of our grand old maple trees,
Colby remains one of the most beautiful campuses anywhere. So say
students, alumni and the Princeton
Review.
It could be the College's growing endowment and the massive
Campaign for Colby. Financial security is always a big draw for parents, and the projects that it makes
possible can only make Colby a better place to live and learn.
It could be any of these things.
But the reason that most are attracted
to Colby is the people. From the
students to the professors to the
dining hall staff to the administration, there is a sense of pride and
community. It is this spirit that
prospectives see,and itbrings many
of them back for four years and
, . ,.
sometimes even more.
More than just a group of people
study ing, working and living together for four years on Mayflower
Hill,we are a true community.Colby

is not split by age, or academic discipline, or even by lifestyle choices.
Whilethere are undoubtedly groups
on campus that do not always see
eye to eye, they all retain a common
factor: they are proud to be a part of
this community.
Even beyond the student bod y
we can see this spirit. Dining hall
staff such as Joey McClain step out
of the kitchen and into student activities, to become friends and familiar faces. Faculty residents like
Mike and Saranna Thornton share
the joys and frustrations of parenthood with their student "family."
Security officers joke with students
at Saturday night parties, showing
that their respect and concern for
safety and happiness supercedes
any rule book.
It is this sense of sharing, involvement and spirit which permeates the Colby campus and all aspects of life here. We care about
each other and it shows. Above all,
it is the Colby community that drew
us all to Mayflower Hill and it is the
sense of community that continues
to attract more bright, talented and
friendly students, faculty and staff.
Events,resources and beauty can
only make a school good. It is the
people who make it great.Q

representing a variety of different
cultures, political views and perspectives. There has been dialogue
on African-American/Jewish relations, a number of Asian cultural
events and lectures by many prominent scholars including Dr. Cornell
West, author of "Race Matters ".
The construction of Colby 's Pugh
Center is scheduled to begin soon as
a result of dedicated work by the
Students United for Change. It will
provide space for clubs and organizations that program cultural
events. As a symbol of Colby 'scommitment to recognizing and celebrating the diversity that exists
within its student bod y, this center
will bring cultural awareness to the
center of campus and provide necessary resources for events.
More important than these improvements and expansions in programming is the communication
that goes on between students. All
of our resources are impotent without a strong and health y dialogue
with our peers. It is far better to
voice your questions, fears and ideas

than to keep them to yourself.
Let this community know about
yourself and what you have to offer
it. Remember to listen when others
speak and remember to be appreciative when they celebrate their
culture or sexuality. Accept political and ideological differences. Crusading to bring all of your fellow
students to your way of thinking
will only serve to make this campus open to the diversity we strive
for.
All the forums,events and speakers amount to nothing if we, the
students, do not accept each other
on a personal level. There is no reason to fear your neighbor from
Kenya or the openly gay student in
your calculus class. The fact that
someone plays a harp or a pan pipe
does not make him so different from
you that you ought to shun him. All
these people,yourself included,add
something different to the school,
which is wh y you were offered admission. Go talk to them. You may
find that they will become your best
friends.Q

Student s must t alk to
underst and each other
BY MATT MGGINNESS
Business Manager

Colby was a P.C. war zone when
the Class of '96 arrived. Campus
was still reeling from a tumultuous
spring semester which had torn the
school in half over racial issues. A
number of concerns about campus
attitudes came to a head after a
poster for the Senior Art Show,
which included an insensitivetreatment of the beating of Rodney King,
ignited a wave of protests and forums.
What came out of that incident,
among other things, was the realization that communication was the
only way to relieve the tension and
anger that dominated the campus.
There is danger in the ease with
which we can avoid speaking to
people, particularly when we feel
fear or resentment toward them.
There have been many changes
for the better since the fall of '92.
Cultural programming has improved vastly. Colby has hosted
numerous provocative speakers

Letters
This page is usually set aside for letters to the editor. It is meant as an open forum for discussion
of issues concerning t he Colby communi ty, as well as a space to respond to articles that have
appeared in the Echo. The Echo encourag es letters from its readers , especiall y those within the
immediate communit y. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to a current issue or
topic at Colb y. Lette rs are due by 8 p.m. Monda y for publi cation the same week . Letters should be
typed and must be signed arid include an address or phone number.

Op inions
Frat threat opens A senior looks back on Colby
old can of worms

it. It is interesting to note that the
BY WHITNEY GLOCKNER extra income generated by the large
Opinions Editor
freshman class would cover any cut
in federal funding, which makes up
I would like to extend my thanks only two percent of Colby's annual
to Congressman Robert Livingston budget.
" It is well known on campus that
of Louisiana as well as the other 57
members of Congress whose names underground fraternities operate on
appeared on the letter sent to the a hush-hushbasis. Forthe most part,
presidents of Colby, Middlebury, only those students who partake in
Bowdoin and Hamilton Colleges these illegal activities are affected
regarding their standing bans of fra- by them, as is the nature of something so heavily sanctioned. It is
ternities.
As I understand it, the U.S. impossible to speculate as to what
House Appropriations Committee; might happen if fraternities were
which Representative Livingston allowed to carry on legal activities
chairs, is responsible for allocating off-campus.
I understand the argument that
the moneyneeded to implement all
new federal legislation. With all of it is none of Colby 's business what
this responsibility, it is absolutely their students do off-campus. Howamazing that the Honorable Robert ever, one cannot deny that there
L. Livingston, who was featured as would be a change in campus dynamics if the unthe
keynote
derground fraspeaker at the
ternities were al1992 Delta Kappa
This
is
a
clear
case
of
lowed to "come
Epsilon convenoutofthecloset."
tion,had the time
a "good oF boy"
More parties
to investigate and making it to the top.
draft his letter to
might move offcampus and into
Colby and our
town, fraternity
neig hboring
'
propaganda might change the face
New England colleges.
As a member of the Republican of the campus and, as more,people
party, which strongly upholds the join fraternities, the campus would
freedom of independent colleges to become more fragmented and sexact independently, Congressman ist than it alread y is.
From a woman's point of view,
Livingston has overstepped his
bounds by using his public position fraternities are less than angelic
as a means of forwarding his per- groups of boys who choose to live
sonal interests as a Deke. This is a together for the benefit of society
clear case of a "good ol' boy" mak- and, more often than not, choose
women as the butt of their cruel
ing it to the top.
It is even more amazing that, jokes and abuse. This is not to say
having never visited our campus, that if one wipes out fraternities,
the congressman has determined one will wipe out harassment
that it is in the interest of Colby against women. However, given a
students to have fraternities. More place to prosper,the chances of such
important than Congressman abuse are far greater.
There can be no objec tive arguLivingston's ethics are the actual
ment made either in defense nor in
ramifications of his letter.
It appears from President opposition to fraternities, as no
Cotter's response that he is confi- p resent Colby students know the
dent that nothing will come of this campus as it was in the days of
threat, as with previous lawsuits fraternities . However, it is certain
brought against the College by the that it will take more than empty
Delta Kappa Epsilon fraternity. It threats and the name of a congresscan also be expected that the Col- man to make the administration of
lege will fight any possible sanc- Colby College retract their vehetions the government may place on ment ban on all fraternity activity .?

BY AMY CAKLJN PHALON
Contributing Writer

Three years ago, in the midst
of the anxiety and excitementsurroundingmy firstweek as a Colby
student , I was asked to write an
article for the Echo summarizing
my first impressions of Colb y.
Recentl y, that article has come
back to haunt me, and I would
like to follow up on it.
As a first-year student , the average Colby entrant naturall y
feels anxious about the beginning of the school year. Fortunatel y, the College does everything it can to turn fear into excitement and to welcome its new
students.
Now a senior , I am looking
back on what I expressed in the
school paper with both cynicism
and smiles. I smile at the fears
expressed in the article.
What if I didn't like my room?
What if the nice roommate with
whom I talked on the p hone last
week was really not all that nice?
Thoug h these and other fears
were real , I believe I have more to
be nervous about now than I did
as a first-year.

The first £ew days that I spent at
Colby were fun; they were supported by programs like CO OT and
by the peop le around me. We were
all happy and filled with a sense of
opportunity, thinking that all we
had was time. So where did all that
time go? This is the final year my
class will spend at Colby. We have
decisions to make, standardized
tests to take , and resumes to create.
Stress levels run high even as we
watch thehappy COOTers embarking on their first Colby adventure.
I am cynical because my optimism as a first-year was astounding.
COOT was the best way to ease
into the Colby scene. Bonds of
friendship formed through rough,
rainy, cold, showerless days will
hold fast throug hout the coming
years.
Ironicall y, two of my closest
friends from COOT transferred
from Colby, though the three of us
have remained in touch.
My first days at Colby have left
me feeling no longer f r i ghtened or
alone, but as i f l belong.
Ri ght now I can say that during
my time here I have felt alone as
often as I have feltsupported.There
have been disappointments as well

as successes. Relationships ,
moods and academic performance have been in constant flux.
I have found it very difficult to
recreate that feeling of "belon ging" as strongl y as I felt it in my
first few days. Itbecame rep laced
at some times by a drive to be
self-sufficient and strong, and at
others by a wish to simply give in
and go home.
As first-year students , we all
strove to attain a place where we
fit into the structure of Colb y College. Eventuall y each student
does carve a niche for themselves
in this community, but my experience has taug ht me that college
is a time to grow and learn , not to
merely "fit in."
After three years of constant
change I find myself feeling a
good deal like I felt my first year:
frightened and excited by change
and emergin g opportunity. I wax
nostal gic for the happ iness I fell
upon entering college. My feelings are compounded by the fear
of what is to come when I am
turned out into the world clutching onl y my Colby diploma. I
wish all Colby students the best
of luck this year, especiall y the
Class of '96.Q

Growing means facing your fears

ten with minimal success. We push
ourselves farther than we thought
Managing Editor
we could, trying to escape the possibility of failure. We think we are
A blank screen. Your first off- going to vomit.
campus party. Going to a foreign
Fear is not a bad thing. It can be
country for a semester. Falling in the spice of life. It is exhilarating —
love. The first day of tryouts. Flash- embrace it. Fear of failure does make
ing blue lights and a siren. Drop- us push ourselves. It adds exciteping your tray in the dining hall. ment and awareness to the unknown
The future.
— who will ever forget the drive up
We approach almost every event Mayfl ower Hill with the car(s)
in our lives with some degree of packed and Mom and Dad giving
fear. It creeps into our hearts with a their final farewell and advice (and
sickening ooze, making us cringe. advice and advice and advice). It
We do all we can to ease our quak- was the absolute unknown for most
ing psyche — bite our nails, go for of us, especially if we had not been
the fastest run we can, practice yoga, away to school before. It is a feeling
pull our hair, smoke cigarettes on we can look back at now and rethe steps of Miller Library.
member with a smile. The first week
Everyone has their own method of freshman year was one of the
of clearing their mind. We talk with most memorable and overwhelmothers who have been in similar ing times in our lives.
situations and try to incorporate
Graduation is always approachtheir experiences into our lives, of- ing. Whether it is four years or four

BY E.M. DUGGAN

months away, its impending reality
slowly sinks in. By the time we are
through at Colby, most of us have
held "real" jobs, in "real" places,
hoping to find the road to take after
college. How many of us have found
it? Few, if any. Is that normal? Yes.
Are we the only people who are
going into this year just as baffled
by our future as we were the day we
came to college? Not even close.
Should we be scared? A little — it's
always possible that some goals will
be left unfulfilled, though new ones
will take their place.
It then comes down to how we
handle these changes, many of
which are out of our immediate control, and the fear they may bring. Do
we run the other way, screaming
madly ? We may want to at times,
and sometimes we do. Fear breeds
fear, and it is easy to scare ourselves
almost silly. But when we ask our
see FEARon page 10

If you could ask a senior anything about Colby,
what would it be?

Jamie Smith '99
"Are people open-minded about
different kinds of lifestyles up here?"

Oliver Griswold '99 and Emily Etchells '99
"How the hell do you work Meridian Mail? Do you need tobe drunk
to do it?"

Dave Dalesandro '99

"Is it true that Colby is the second most promiscuous campus in

the U.S.?"

Tyler Dewing '99

"Wha t do you regret , if anything, about your three years at
Colby? "
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Echo photos by J ennifer Atwood
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In remembrance
of our lost heroes
LARRY BENESH
A&E Editor

We lost some legends this summer. In a season when baseball is
hurting so bad that even the AllStar game failed to sell out, Mickey
Mantle passed away. Mantle may
have been before most Colby students' time but the name still has
power, even if to most of us it is the
name we know and not the person.
The music world lost Jerry
Garcia. His death meant the end of
a piece of Americana. Grateful Dead
shows were a part of our culture,
and while the band had spring and
fall tours, the summer tour was
something to look forward to for
hundreds of thousands of concertgoers.
This summer was a bad one for
the Dead as well as baseball. Usually-mellow crowds turned violent
at several concerts. There were injuries and even deaths. There was
tension between those who had tickets and those who needed a miracle,
and there was fear that cities would
forbid the Dead to play if the violence continued.
In Chicago this summer the band
played its last two shows at Soldier
Field without incident. They were
not the Dead's best performances.
Garcia was visibly tired and most
likely ill, and he forgot the words to
"U.S. Bhtes."Still,thesun shone and
people of many generations enjoyed the music and the atmosp here

for the last time.
There are people who viewed
Garcia only as a drug user, as someone who lived an unhealthy lifestyle
and died because of it. All of us
know that is true. Yet Garcia and the
Dead have always been more about
musicthan anything else.They were
unique in their longevity and their
ability not to worry about record
sales. They instead concentrated on
giving great live performances. They
were entertaining for people our
parents'age,and for our older brothers and sisters, and even for our
younger siblings. The music they
p layed was memorableand touched
the imaginative and folk sides of
our lives.
We live in a society that is starting to realize that images of perfection are only images and that even
heroes like Mantle had problems.
Mantle's addiction was alcohol and,
j ustlikeGarcia,his addiction caused
his death. We have athletes who
abuse women, congressmen who
sleep with underage girls, and musicians who have substance abuse
problems.We are obviously far from
perfection.
Jerry Garcia was never about
perfection, and his flaws were not
hidden. He had problems, but he
never gave up on his love of music
and his ability to share that love
with millions of fans from around
the world. I will miss his concerts,
but I will remember him every time
I hear one of his songs.G

Railroad Square reopens
Railroad Square. According to Sam
Sanborn, one of the cinema's owners, approximately $60,000 is still
A&E Editor
needed for that project to become a
After nine months without a the- reality.
Having two screens allows the
ater for foreign and independent
films, Waterville has been revital- theater to show more than one film
ized by the July 12 reopening of at a time.
"We are trying to make up for all
Railroad Square Cinema .
Last fall's fire was devastating to the movies that we missed last winfans of alternative cinema, but the ter by playing them now on one
new theater has even" more to offer screen while still showing the latest
films on the other screen," said
than the structure it replaces.
There are now two screens show- Sanborn.
One of the theaters also has a
ing movies.The old theater had only
small
stage to allow for live perforone screen, and there are already
p lans for a third screen in the new mances. The stage has already been

LARRY BENESH
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Fall Faculty Recital

Echo p hoto by Merritt Duff

The rebuilt Railroad Square Cinema opened July 12. ;
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Museum of Art, Walker Art Building

used twice. Tal Farlow, a jazz guitarist,gave a concert there last month
and there has been a comed y
evening with Judith Sloan and Warren Lehrer.
All of the proje cting and sound
equipment has been upgraded, according to Sanborn. "We now have
Dolby mono sound,but we are hoping to get stereo someday," he said.
"We also have platters on our projectors, which eliminates having to
rewind."
The concession stand offers the
usual candies, sodas and popcorn,
but there are also gourmet coffees
see REOPENING on page 10
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Artsand Entertainment
Clark's "KIDS" shocks viewers with honesty
LARRY BENESH
A&E Editor
It maybe the most disturbing film you will
ever see,and I hesitate to recommend "KIDS"
because it is so upsetting. Despite the depressing nature of the film,it isboth captivating and at times funny, and even important
enough to merit watching.
Set in New York City, and directed by
Larry Clark, "KIDS " follows a group of teenagers over a 24-hour period. Leo Fitzpatrick
stars in the role of Telly,a perverse teen Don
Juan of the '90s who specializes in seducing
virgin girls in their early teens.
Telly's not-so-friendly sidekick, Casper
(Justin Pierce), is the most interesting character to watch in the film. He is never without a
*™ —
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40-ounce bottle of beer. His actions are crude
and blunt. He is at times humorous and at
times terrible.
Chloe Sevigny plays the difficult role of
Jenny, who lost her virginity to Telly a year
before the main action of the film, and since
then has not been sexually active. She goes
withher much moreexperienced friend Ruby
(Sarah Henderson) to be tested for STDs, and
learns that she has tested positive for the HIV
virus. Her most memorablemomentis when
she wonders aloud to a cab driver what to do
if you cannot be happy. The driver advises
her that she should forget about whatever
problemsshehas.Hequotes his grandmother,
who used to say, "If you stutter, don't talk."
Jenny spends most the movie looking for
Telly,hoping that she can tell him the newsof
»-———^'
^
^

¦
^¦
^¦
^¦
M
¦ i

her infection before he sleeps with another
girl.
The dialogue and characters are so raw
and realistic that it is hard to remember that
the movie is fiction and not a documentary,
which is perhaps what makes these kids'stories so painful. Clark may have made a shocking film, but what is especially shocking is
how honest the story seems. Both Fitzpatrick
and Pierce give exceptional performances,
and Clark allows the teenagers to be themselves. The girls try too hard to look older,and
they aren't beautiful Beverly Hills people.
The boys have bad teeth and hair, and they
are memorable for their faults.
"KIDS " isn't about glamorizing Telly and
Casper, even if at times their freedom and
total thoughtlessness seem attractive. This

film may upset people,but it is not immoral.
It is not simply about nudity, like "Basic Instinct," nor gratuitous violence as found in a
Sylvester Stallone movie. It isn't as preachy as
an Oliver Stone picture, but behind all the
obscenity,there is a story thatshows the price
of not caring about people. "KIDS" portrays
the sadness of a youth culture that has all the
problemsof adult society—AIDS, rape, drug
and alcohol addiction, poverty — but they
have been blocked out and forgotten about.
As we know from Jenny's encounter with the
cab driver, that doesn't make their problems
any better.
Go ahead and see this film. You may not
like it,but it isn't meant to be liked. "KIDS" is
playing at Railroad Square Cinema in
Waterville.a
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REOPENING , continued f r om page 8

m an upcoming reature-iengtn
film.
There will be music and a party
atmosphere at the celebration. "We
are going to have munchies, tours
and maybe even some poetry,"
said Sanborn.
Among all the improvements,
a sprinkler system was added and
the cinema's fire insurance policy
was updated.Sanbornhopes those
quieter additions will insure that
Railroad Square Cinema continues to grow and serve the arts
community in Maine for years to
come.Q

ana tea available. 1here are a variety of goodies that are worth checking out.
While the theater has been
showing movies since July 12, the
official Grand Opening Celebration is scheduled for Saturday,September 16. The owners have
planned a special Liberian blessing to be performed by dancer
Arthur Hall. Hall, who puts on
workshops and performances in
Maine each summer,will dance a
blessing for gathering places. The
ceremony will be filmed by Maine
filmmaker Bruce Williams for use

FEAR, continued f r om page 7
selves what we are really scared of,
and can't come up with a sensible
answer, we know it is time to leap
blindly and hope for the best.
Things are going to work out
the way they work out. We have to
take responsibility for what is in
our control,but as far as the future
goes,breaks will come our way for
no real reason, as will obstacles.
When you are satisfied with yourself and know you can be happy

with the outcome,no matter what,
fear subsides and excitementtakes
its place.
Life is an absurd, wonderful,
mysterious thing that no one is
really sure of. Everyone's highway
is different. Learn as much as you
can about the other routes — you
may alteryourowncoursebecause
of it. Fear what you need to, and
understand and grow from that.
Just always,alwaysenjoy the ride.Q
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Rt. 104, Pine Ridge Golf Course, W. River Rd., Waterville
Mon.-Thurs. 11-8:45 • Fri. & Sat. 11-9:45 • Sun. 11:30-8:45
Colby
Chinese Buff e t
I
College
Every Sunday
JL
Mon - Thurs. Lunch Buffet
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Ecltophoto by J enniferAtwood
A f i r s tye arstudent carries his luggage into Dana - a
freshman right of passage *
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KASSMAN, continued
fro m page 12

-

to take. Except for a few nights,they stayed in
motels along the way. The trip was relatively
smooth, according to Kassman, and they encountered only a few minor problems.
"We never had a flat, but we wore out
three tires. And we broke a chain in Vermont."
Kassman broke the trip down into the
sections, which she referred to as the "three
H's." The first section was packed with hills
as the duo headed through the Rockies. The
next section was dominated by head winds in
the flatter parts of the Dakotas. With no trees
or buildings to block the wind, peddling became very difficult. This was the most frustrating part of the journey, according to Kassman.
"That's when I was discouraged," said
Kassman. "I was really looking forward to
the second thousand miles of flat land."
As the couple approached the East, they
rode ri ght into the intense heat wave that
lingered in the region much of the summer. In
an effort to escape some of the discomfort,
they got up earlier and tried to hit the road by
six each morning. The heat still had its effect,
though , and the couple drank quarts of
Gatorade and water at a time.
The highlight of the trip for Kassman came
ht
rig at the beginning, along the Columbia
river basin.
"We were finally underway with all of
America ahead of us," said Kassman. The
couple had planned to go last year,but ended
up postponing their trip until this summer.
Kassman said she would definitel y consider biking across the country again, but
would probably take a different route.
"For people who are serious bicyclists^
biking across America is a real goal," she
said.Q
1

Four greatest athlete s of all time
still making sports history today

of consistency, never taking a day off in 14
BY RYAN MAYHUGH
seasons.
Sports Editor
His performance oii the field has been
just as noteworth y as his play on the diaThe phrase is common, and maybe the mond. Ripken will stay after a game and
problem is that it is said too often. "History sign autograp hs well into the ni ght, and he
in the making. " As we live throu gh certain would probabl y change the oil in your car if
spectacular events it is all too easy to you asked.
downp lay their im portance simply because
Basketball: Michael Jordan. J or dan will
we are here to witness them.
probabl y retire (again ) withoutcoming close
While episodes such as the collapse of to breaking the record for most points scored
the Berlin Wall seemed incredible at the in a career. But anyone who has seen him
time, they magnif y in importance when with a basketball in his hand realizes why
you look back on them several years down that is totall y insignificant. He is still the
the road.
best ever.
The same is true in the world of sports.
If J ordan has a weakness it is probabl y
Today, each of the four major professional his consistency. But as a fan you never want
sports (basketbal l, baseball , football and to take your eye off him for a second , behockey) has a player who is arguabl y the cause there is a distinct possibility he will
greates t ever, and these grea t athletes are do something on the court that nobod y ever
still competing.
imagined was possible.
We have an opportunity to go see these
J ordan 's appeal has spread to all parts of
four great athletes making history first- the earth and he remains one of the most
hand.
sought-after athletes in terms of endorseBaseball: Cal Ripken J r. He is the reason ments. He might onl y have a coup le years
for the top ic of this column. Yesterday, left playing basketball , but our generation
Rip ken played in his 2,131st strai ght game, can count on J ord an's appearance in a
breaking Lou Gehri g's record of 2,130.
Metamucil or Depends commercial a couple
,
When Gehrig set the record it was im- decades from now.
mediately dubbed unbreakable. It has
Football: J erry Rice. Easily the best retaken a trul y extraordinary individual to ceiver ever to step onto the field, Rice has
surpass his mark. Ripken, the best short- scored more touchdowns than any other
stop ever to play baseball , has won two player in NFL history. Both J oe Montana
MVP awards and has been the definition and Steve Young owe much of their
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quarterbacking success to Rice.
Rice can and will do anything it takes to
win, which is why one of his hands is
completely full of Superbowl rings. He
will make a leap ing, one-handed grab one
play and then make a key block on the next
with the same intensit y.
Hockey: Wayne Gretzk y. It is obvious
the Great One has passed his prime , yet
he still has the ability to slow down and
command a game when he gets control of
the puck. In a momen t's time, he can identify who has the best opportunity to score
and figure out a way to get that man the
puck.
Gretzk y has made the NHL record book
very easy to put together just keep typing
his name over and over again. Handicapped
by below-average speed and terrible upper body strength , Gretzk y has used his
Einstein-like knowled ge of the game to
put himsel f in the ri ght place at precisely
the ri ght time. He is always a play or two
ahead of everyone else in the arena.
With his trade to Los Angeles in the late
'80s,Gretzk y has helped to spread hockey 's
popularity to warmer climates. Since his
trade , the NHL has added four expansion
teams to traditionall y non-hockey areas.
Each of these great athletes onl y has a
few years left in him. But there is still
time to go see them make histor y, and
may be even to appreciate wha t you
observe. Q
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Stow&te---fc30

Held Hockey
Septtt
15
20
23
. 28
Oct 1
<}
7
12
14
18
20
24
29

ari -gewaterSt—&30
MkJdkfe iwy-3:00.
4
UlMJ ^Faxmijrigtan—&30
Twft»—1-00
Mf heabm- ^m
Amherefc-iaflO
Wlll«ii_r-«iOe
.Tri nity—nm
PlymoothState—330
Gord on—&00
y,SwJfcm&fe }ne-- 7m
/ _prijng_e!_--$:30
Bowdoin—3:45
Bates—1WH )

Women's Volleyball
Sept. 15-14
22-23
27
29-30
Oct. 4
7
1$
25
2$
Nov. 3-4

Bates Invitational—6 -.00
MIT Invitational—5:00
Bowdoin—7:00
Bates Round Robin—&00
Bates—7:00
BowdoinRound Robin—9:00
U. New England—7:00
St. Joseph's—7:00
Maine State Tourney at
U. New England—9:00
NESCAC Tournament
at Connecticut College—5:00

Women 's Tennis
Sept. $
Wheaton—4.-00
15 , MldaJe pury—fcOO
Plymouth State ^-ltOO
16
Tgjjp --' v-x_(^_gjo^
""
26-27
Maine State Tournament—TBA
30
AmhersMfcOO
Oct 4
Bowdoln- ^30
11
U. Maine—3 ,00
14
Bales—12:00
21-23
New England' s at Amherst—TBA

Men's Soccer
Sept.9
12 ,
15
16
23
27
30
Oct 3
7
9
12
14
21
25
28

Altunni—"fcOO
U. California-Santa Cruxn-S:45
Middlebury-4 ;00
Norwich—2:00
Tufta— 330
U. Southern Maine—fcOO
Wheatan—12:00
U. Maine-Farmlngton- ^ao
Clark—1:00
Amhertt —4:00
Thomas—4:00
Plymouth State—230
Gordon—2.-00
Bowdoin—3:00
Batea—WK>

Women's Soccer
Sepc.9 .
15
1$
20
23

Alumme—fl.-QO
Middlebury—4:00
Ndrwlch—12:00
U.Malne-Pannlngton—3:30
Tufta —W»

, 18
'/ 20
xt
26
28' ,

'¦

^.Sbufc ^Maiafr-fctlO
Spr&tgB _&i-&<N»'. 'ckHtdotv rfaaw 7 Thattta»~& <Xl
B*te9~~&30~

Men's Cross Country
Sept.22
Oct 7
13
28
Nov.4
11
18

Bowd__*~4A30
State Meet—1&00
N.E Owmpjonshijps
at Franklin Park—130
NESCAC Championships
at CoRnectfcut College—2:00
ECAC Championships
at Wi&Uams—12:00
N.E. Wv. 11CChampionships
at U. Southern Maine—12:00
NCAAChampiortsWi psat U.W«sconsi«-X_Qrosse--TBA

Women's Cross Country
Sept.9
23
30
Oct. 7
21
2B
Nov. 4
11
18

Colby Relays (USM, BatesMl -00
U.M_».-0artmo __x:_tvit.—11:00
Codfish Bowl ai Franklin Pk.—TBA
MAIAW State Meet—12 *5
N.E. Championships
at Franklin Park—TBA
NESCAC Championships
at Connecticut College—1:00
ECAC Championships
at Williams—TBA
N.E- Div. m Championships
atU. Southern Maine—11:00
NCAA Championships at
U. Wisconsin-LaCrosse—TBA

Golf
Terrier Invit at Rockland—12.-00
Sid Fart ltrrttatiohal—lHK )
Bowdoinlnvttational—12:00
Maine Slate Tourney
at Portland—12:00
' 3jM3ct. 1 '' " NtESCAC tournament "'' ' » .. . - ¦ ¦ ¦
at Williams—9:00
Oct, 17
Cm at Bowdoin—1:00
22-24
NBtGA Tournament at
. New Seabur y, MA—TBA
Sept,14
18-1$
24-25
29

Men's and Women's Crew
Oct. 1
8
22
28
Nov. 5
11
12

Textile Regatta at Lowell, MA
Had of Sie Connecticut
at Middletown , CT
Head of the Charles at Boston, MA
Colby Invitational
Fordhani , Manhattan (NY)
Frostbite Regatta atPhiladelphia, PA
BUI Braxton Regatta
at Philadelphia , PA

Men's "B" Soccer
Scpt.K
20
Oct. 2
17
. 24

Bowdoin—4:00
Bridgtait Attdtmy—4:00
Bates—<l:O0
Bowdoin—330
Bales—3:00

Women 's "B" Soccer
Sept.12
Oct 2
11
19

Bowdoin—4:00
Bale*—3:30
Bowdoin—3:30
Bnte»~<J:30

Photo courtesy of J anice Kassman

Janice and Larry Kassman roll through the midwest on their cross country trek.

Kassmans conquer U.S.
on bike built for two
BY RYAN MAYHUGH

us, she said. We looked so unSports Editor
usual and people were fascinated .
Many asked, 'Where are you from
Many people at Colby can be and where are you going?'"
defined as well-traveled. But very
The couple flew to Portland,Ore.,
few can say they have seen as much on May 31 to begin their trek with
of the United States as Dean of Stu- Portland, Maine as their final destidents Janice Kassman.
nation. They lugged 50 pounds of
Over the summer, while many gear and their bike also weighed in
members of the Colby faculty had at 50 pounds. Including their own
their noses buried in books or were bodies, the total package tipped the
soaking up some rays, Kassman and scales at 360 pounds.
husband Larry hiked across the
Larry, who graduated from
United States on a tandem.
Colby in 1969, had hiked across the
The trip was a real success, ac- country 10 years earlier on his own.
cording to Kassman.
On that trip he took a southern route,
"People were very friend ly to and this time the couple opted for a

more northern route for several reasons — the Rockies aren't as bad in
the North,and they got to stop twice
in Montana to visit friends.
The trip spanned 3100 miles and
took 58 days, coast to coast. The
Kassmans covered 13states and one
province (Ontario), traveling between 60 and 80 miles a day. They
only hiked for 52 days, however.
This accounted for rain days, visits
and tours of Mt. Rushmore and
Niagara Falls.
The couple stopped regularly at
bike shops for maintenance and to
find out which roads were the best
see KASSMAN on page 11

Berger and Paren t named coaches of women's volleyball
BY RYAN MAYHUGH

Echo photo by Mcrritt Duff

Volleyball coaches Mark Par ent and Candy
Berger.

four years, and she was named N AI A co-Player of the Year in
Sports Editor
her senior year. Parent served as an assistant coach for two
years while he was a student there.
After onl y two years at the varsity level, the women's
Berger teaches at Skowhegan High School in addition to
volleyball team found itself without a coach this winter. her duties as volleyball coach here at Colby. Paren t is taking
Sheila Cain, who was also the swimming coach here on the classes at U. Maine and he has played for the Maine Stream
Hill, left to assume control of the swim team at the University Team for the last five years. The squad , which is made up of
of Chicago.
Maine natives, travels to compete against higher-caliber teams.
The position has been filled by Candy Berger and Mark They have gone to Nationals the past few years.
Paren t, who will act as co-coaches. Sura Dubow will coach the
The Mules traveled to the University of New England last
swim team.
night to scrimmage Bates, St. Joseph's and others. The
Berger and Parent have both been involved in Colby play dates, as they are called, are set up to evaluate officials,
volleyball for two years. Berger has been an assistant on the and the teams also get to play in a simulated game setting.
women's team and Parent has been coaching the men's club Colby will go to MIT for a playdate this weekend as well.
team.
The Mules will have a particularl y difficult schedule this
The two were hired about three weeks ago, according to fall , p lay ing strong teams such as MIT, Williams, Wesleyan
Parent. Practices began last Friday, and the duo has been and Tufts. Parent said the tougher competi tion will help
dealing with scheduling problems. The team's schedule was prepare the team for the NESCAC tournament at the end of
finalized this past winter, but there have been communica- the season.
tion problems with Colby 's opponents, according to Berger.
It's definitel y the most competitive schedule we've ever
Berger and Pa rent both attended the University of Maine hnd ,"said Berger. "But I think we have the most talented tea m
atFarmington. Berger played on the volleyball team there for since we became a varsity tcam."Q

